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Pre-AP/IB Biology: from cutting-edge biotechnology to human diseases (AP生物
预备课程) 

 

Purpose 

This course is to give students a better experience & 
early chance to learn sciences in middle school.  
Allow students to evaluate their choices for AP & IB 
science requirements. Avoid making the wrong 
choice for selecting some subjects not suitable for 
them. 

 

Description 

This course is composed of 10 lectures and will systematically describe major 
aspects of AP/IB Biology and partly AP/IB physics and AP/IB chemistry. The 
students will learn fundamentals of modern biology including but not limited to 
genetics, biochemistry, biophysics, molecular biology, cell biology, physiology, 
ecology and evolutionary biology. 
 
Why choose us? QVC 
Quality: our teachers are highly motivated and experienced in teaching and 
research, graduated from top US universities including Harvard, MIT, Caltech; 
Value: Our price is very cost-effective compared to traditional training classes; 
Convenient: Our online model allows a quick and interactive learning experience 
with our best teachers from the comfort of your own room. 
 
Feedback from students and parents 
 
This class will give him some further knowledge about the subject outside his 
regular school science class.-----Parent A 
 
Very nice class，great teaching!-----Student B 
 
Textbook (not mandatory): 
AP Biology Premium: With 5 Practice Tests (Barron's Test Prep) 

Princeton Review AP Biology Prep, 2021: 3 Practice Tests + Complete Content 
Review + Strategies & Techniques 

Campbell Biology AP Edition (12th Edition) 
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Note: students can use different editions of the textbooks. AP Biology Premium 
and Princeton Review AP Biology Prep are highly recommended but not required.	 

 

Format of the course: 

The lectures will be given online via a Zoom 
conference of one hour each week. At the end 
of each lesson, there will be 15 minutes for 
questions! 
 
Students will have assignments, most likely 
essay writing after certain literature search. 
Rubric are shown in the following sections. 

 
This course is designed for a small group of learners who are self-motivated to 
establish a solid biology background. 
The instructor believes the following groups of students will benefit from this course: 
1)   Those interested in biology, chemistry and physics; 
2)   Those interested in careers in the life sciences or in STEAM; 
3)   Those intending on studying in an American high school or university; 
4)   Those intending to improve their science writing or writing in general; 
5)    Students aged 10-16. 
 

Instructor: BS in Life Sciences from Tsinghua University. 
MA in Biology from Harvard University. PhD in Biology 
from Harvard University. Research fellow of Harvard 
Medical School. 
 
Course leader: Howard Shen, Masters of Education with 
a concentration in Technology from Harvard University in 
1997. Mr. Shen was a former staff officer and lecturer at 
Harvard University.  He was the IT lecturer and online 
course manager of Program for Global Leadership from 
1997 to 2001 at Harvard Business School. 
 

Weekly schedule (tentative and can be adjusted with students’ interests): 

Classes begin 20 December 2020, Friday evenings, 21:00—20:00 US Eastern 
Time. The final time of the lectures can be adjusted with all students enrolled in 
this course. 
Week 1: Introduction, cell biology (structure and function of the cell), stem 
cell technology 

Week 2: Cell biology (cell cycle and cell communication), tissue 
transplantation and regenerative medicine 
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Week 3: Biochemistry of biomolecules, introduction of AP/IB chemistry 

Week 4: Energy metabolism (respiration and photosynthesis), introduction 
of AP/IB physics 

Week 5: Molecular biology 

Week 6: Genetics, evolution and biological diversity 

Week 7: Plant and animal physiology 

Week 8: Human nervous system and immune system 

Week 9: Developmental biology, ecology 

Week 10: Animal behavior, closing remarks 

 

The following rubric is for optional essay: 
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Additional remarks: 

Please be sure to check the link for the NYTimes Student Essay Competition, 
where you will find information on the STEM essay competition. Parents are 
encouraged to help their student research and formulate the essay. 

New York Times Student Contest: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/15/learning/our-2020-21-student-contest-
calendar.html 

Please reference the link above to view the calendar of upcoming events and 
contests. The STEM writing contest spans from January 19—March 2, 2021. There 
are other contests that you may wish to investigate. 

					 


